
STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
master plan

Dilemma and Mission Statement Addressing Issues for 2050

Data Analysis Process Design Implementation

Redeveloping Existing Infrastructure

Goals and Objectives
Integrate new and improve existing stormwater management strategies

Create habitats and connectivity between green space along stormwater infrastructure 

Encourage community engagement with stormwater infrastructure 

Built on a flood plain, the city of Las Vegas faces a high risk of flooding as water moves 
through the Flamingo Tropicana Watershed into Lake Mead. While the city has implemented 
a web of tunnels and channels that guide water through the city, this infrastructure poses 
other challenges. The channels have become a place of refuge for thousands of unhoused 
residents, a concrete faucet which displaces people from their homes, and a breeding 
ground for spreading diseases. The close quarter, water-side living poses many risks 
related to safety and the economy from the prospect of flash floods that can sweep away 
anything in its path. 

At the watershed scale, our primary goal is to reduce flood risks posed to the city. By 
identifying zones prone to 100-year floods in 2050, areas with existing infrastructure, 
and areas with opportunities for development, the master plan will integrate stormwater 
management infrastructure into the Las Vegas urban landscape with the consideration of 
habitat and community. 

WATER 
CONSERVATION & 
PROTECTION

The master plan aims to contribute to Clark 
County’s Sustainability and Climate Action Plan 
and the Clark County Water Reclamation District’s 
title of being the largest clean water agency by 
collecting, treating, and producing clean water.

Additionally, the infrastructure will supplement 
the Urban Tree Canopy goal, reduce the urban 
heat island effect, and increase connectivity.

• Implement secondary channels perpendicular to primary channels 
• Increase bioswales and detention basins throughout the city
• Implement trash and pollutant filtration systems

• Extend green corridors to allow safe wildlife travel 
• Implement a system of connecting walking paths
• Ensure the health of local ecosystems through careful plant selection

• Create usable spaces that engage with the infrastructure 
• Create reciprocal relationships between communities and their local infrastructure
• Create interactive opportunities centered around education

1.

2.

3.

DRAINAGE CHANNELS
Represented in pink and 
displays where the city has 
created channels of various 
materials for water to pass 
through the city after rainfall 
in the watershed

COMPOSITE ANALYSIS

IMPLEMENTED 16,184 ACRES OF 
ADDITIONAL STORM WATER INFRASTRUCTURE*

RETAINS 48,552,000 GALLONS OF ADDITIONAL STORMWATER 

A LIST OF PROPOSED, LARGE SCALE
STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE*

complete green streets
vegetated bioswales

detention basins
public parks

MASTER PLAN PROPOSAL

DETENTION BASINS
Displayed in green, are 
placed in areas prone to 
flooding with the goal of 
temporarily storing runoff

100 YEAR FLOOD ZONES
Displayed in blue are the 
flood events that have a 1 
in 100 probability of being 
exceeded in any given year

FLOOD HAZARD AREAS
Displayed in orange are 
areas designated by 
the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) 
as having special hazards 
related to flooding, mudflow, 
or erosion

LAND USE
Displayed in yellow are areas 
that are primarily residential, 
pink and cyan being 
industrial/commericial areas 
off the highway, and much 
of the land in the southwest 
being undeveloped

RED ROCK 
CANYON 

LAS VEGAS 
WASH TO LAKE 

MEAD

CITY OF 
LAS VEGAS/
FLAMINGO 

WASH [DESIGNED] RESIDENTIAL 
NEIGHBORHOOD

COUNTRY CLUB
GOLF COURSE

SITE LOCATIONLAS
VEGAS STRIP

FLAMINGO TROPICANA 
WATERSHED BORDER

As the watershed becomes more urban, there 
is a high density of flood hazard areas with 
drainage channels, and detention basins appear 
to be placed at nodes between channels. 
The county appears to do a good job at 
implementing infrastructure to mitigate flood 
on the west side of the city, but little efforts are 
shown to increase the density of stormwater 
infrastructure in the core of the city.

BEFORE - An existing golf course overlaps with a high density of flood 
hazard zones

AFTER - Alternative implementation by retrofitting the golf course with detention basins as an alternative to bunkers, as well as properly graded sides

AFTER - A walking park with detention basins to mitigate storm water runoff 
flowing through the watershed

AFTER - A green street for where surface water management techniques lack

AFTER - Vegetation makes a comfortable pedestrian experience and captures stormwater

BEFORE - A typical residential neighborhood with walkability issues regarding green space

BEFORE - The Las Vegas Strip suffers from high-intensity floods and lack of green space
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existing golf 
course

vegetated 
bunker

detention basin

graded sides for 
proper drainage

existing sidewalk

safer crossings

additional shade and water catchment



eroded sandstone brushed concrete corroded steel

Chilopsis linearis
desert willow

Parkinsonia sp.
palos verdes

Muhlenbergia rigens
deergrass

eroded sandstone brushed concrete corroded steel

Chilopsis linearis
desert willow

Parkinsonia sp.
palos verdes

Muhlenbergia rigens
deergrass

Multimodal paths are a key programmatic element in this design. With the 
goal of prompting exploration on-site, we decided to split paths and vary slope 
percentages to create vertical and horizontal undulation for a dynamic and 
interesting experience.

The channel outlets into a more natural area at the far end of this site—and in 
conjunction with the idea of releasing the channelized water—offers a break in 
the linear circulation where intimate paths open up into multifunctional gathering 
areas. Shipping containers, shade structures, and seating elements were 
placed in anticipation of vendors and food trucks who could set up on site.

Ecological pockets are formed by a matrix of linear planting corridors that 
aim to immerse the user while also creating habitat connections. While green 
streets provide habitat connections at the watershed masterplan scale, small 
spaces, unoccupied by vehicles, are of even higher habitat and aesthetic value.
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GAUDY CANYON
ERODING RIGID BARRIERS AND 
WEAVING NEW CONNECTIONS

section E

Channel focus area highlighted in green

Surrounding context

Site photos of existing conditions

Aerial image looking east of existing conditions

Channel sections displaying 
storm water level analysis
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SITE INVENTORY

Dilemma:
The redesigned Flamingo Wash should allow for new relationships with the surrounding communities while implementing 
new strategies to complement the existing stormwater infrastructure.

Mission:
We aim to strengthen the local community and habitats by weaving together the urban and natural context of Las 
Vegas. Establishing spaces in which stormwater infrastructure and public space overlap can create long-lasting assets 
for the local community and habitats.
 
Vision:
Native plants, dynamic paths, and interactive rock features help re-shape the bland concrete channel into an enticing 
landscape worth exploring.

Las Vegas is a complex city with many unique factors that contribute to environmental issues. Our site aims to 
address the problems that Las Vegas will face in 2050:

Rising Temperatures
Acknowledging the urban-heat-island effect—the result of dark urban concrete surfaces absorbing an excess of 
solar energy that causes pockets of extreme heat.

Drought
The Las Vegas Valley gets about 90% of its water from the Colorado River leading into Lake mead which is facing 
the worst drought in the river basin’s recorded history—dropping approximately 170 feet since January 2000. 

Intensified Storms/Flooding
Despite the drought, Las Vegas is prone to flash flooding from runoff from the surrounding natural context due 
to intense grey infrastructure

Habitat Loss
In Nevada there are 26 endangered species and 16 threatened species protected under the federal Endangered 
Species Act.

Reduce environmental stressors
• Increase amount of vegetation 
• Reduce the amount of impervious 

surfaces
• Use native plants and locally sourced 

materials
• Reconstruct the channel outlet
• Create habitat opportunities and improve 

biodiversity

Encourage community engagement
• Implement interactive water features 
• Create educational opportunities 

throughout the channel
• Provide seating for rest and/or leisure 
• Provide trash management systems to 

prevent litter
• Provide lighting for night-use safety

Provide opportunities for jobs
• Provide space for art vendors 
• Provide space for food vendors 
• Provide space for entertainment 
• Create landscape management position 

opportunities
• Increase economic traffic to area

Improve accessibility and connectivity
• Provide additional crossing in the 

channel
• Increase lighting for evening       

accessibility
• Improve route options to greenway
• ADA accessibility: stairs and ramps
• Design paths to accommodate for 

bicycles and pedestrians

Incorporate local art and vernacular
• Create opportunities for murals and 

community art
• Apply color palette to match surroundings 
• Utilize materials displaying local vernacular
• Forms displaying characteristics of 

concept 1: ‘red rock canyon’
• ... of concept 2: ‘ornamental gaudy’

GOALS AND OBJECTIVESADDRESSING 2050 ISSUES:

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT DESIGN DEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN

FOCUS AREAS SECTIONS VIEWS THROUGHOUT THE CHANNEL PROGRAMMATIC ELEMENTS
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Street before and after - providing safety and comfort for kids who bike and walk home 

Street entrance - testing front facade/threshold experiences and gathering space ideas

Educational opportunities and gathering areas with regards to water and wildlife

When designing, we 
considered both the urban 
and natural, at both local and 
regional scales. With our goal 
of re-naturalizing the channel 
surroundings, we consistently 
referred to the natural forms 
present in Red Rock Canyon. 
We hoped to soften the 
channel’s rigid structure by 
adding slopes of rocks serving 
three main purposes. Firstly, 
rocky slopes helped create 
a more dynamic, canyon-like 
appearance. Secondly, the 
terraced, stepped stones 
provide opportunity for human 
interaction with the channel at 
different water levels. Thirdly, 
the rocks would eventually 
be incorporated into an on-
site trash-collection strategy. 
Due to the structure of the 
site, sections were crucial to 
the design in and along the 
channel walls.

In order to test the distribution of our design details and materials across this 1000-foot-long site, we used parametric 
design tools. Grasshopper scripts helped rapidly visualize railings and rock stacking schemes. Vectorworks grading tools 
and site modifiers allowed us to efficiently model existing and proposed topography for an accurate and functional design.

Parametric Rock Stacking Grasshopper Script

Abstraction & Form Generation

Structural execution 
of form, color, and 

materiality

seatwall

saw-cut blocks

“natural” path

play opportunities

overflow swale

Concept ImagesAerial Context

Concept Sketches

Artistic, and 
feasibly engineered 

alternatives

Playful structural elements of color provide visual attraction and a distinct meandering form

Saw-cut blocks provides moments of play and access with a seat wall that unifies the path

Striking forms and 
colors of Red Rock 

Canyon

Exciting and gaudy 
energy; “larger than 

life”

Rustic and distinct 
railing, paving, and 
seating elements

serpentine pathoff-trails for rest side areas for gathering

overhead sculptures

channel oversight

playful, transparent barriers

The Porch The Porch Perspective

WALL ART

MULTI-MODAL PATHS

MULTIFUNCTIONAL GATHERING AREAS

ECOLOGICAL POCKETSPLANT PALETTE

MATERIALS PALETTE

Spencer Bridge Perspective

Canyon Crossing Perspective

Spencer Bridge

Canyon Crossing
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Right side of the channel on the edge of the street with pathways leading to gathering areas and a lookout

Gathering Area

Residential Bike
Path
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Path

Multimodal
Path
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Path

Pedestrian
Path

Pedestrian
Path
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Path

Channel

100-Year Flood Level (2050)

25-Year Flood Level

Perrenial Water Flow

Channel

Channel

Planting
Lookout

Ramp Seating Area

Residential

Pathway is fully visible to ensure safety

Gaudy shade structures create a lighting experience, draws people to gather, and all while providing comfort through shade

Biodiverse native planting helps filtrate excess pollutants and create more habitat

Vernacular art by the local community encourages interaction with the channel

Separate bike and pedestrian pathway for safety

Wohnungsbau Hinterangerstraße

Soundscape Park

Sydney Park - Water Reuse Project

Stone cut blocks provide seating or play throughout the channel

Canopy of trees provide a link for animals to pass throughView into the channel from Specner Bridge

View looking on to Canyon Crossing

Encompassing Red Rock Canyon and Nevada’s wildlife

Improved street conditions on Spencer Bridge

Canyon Crossing is easily accessible and plays on the concept of the stone cut blocks

Sketches

concept 1: ornamental gaudy

end of site

before

before

before

concept 2: red rock canyon
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